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pts.)6(                   Read carefully, and then answer:Q1.  

The National colours of Jordan are red , black , white and green . These colours show the 
past of our country . The lovely bird is the Sinai rosefinch . It is Jordan's national bird , 
The Sinai rosefinch is the same red colour as our famous city ,Petra . The beautiful black 

in the spring . It grows in the  itiris  is the national flower of Jordan . We can see 
countryside because it likes the soil and the weather in the wild . Jordan's  national animal 
is The Arabian Oryx . they are safe now because they live at the nature reserve .     

1. What colours are on the flag of Jordan ? ………………………………………………………………………  

2Why are Arabian Oryxes safe today  ? ....................................................................................... 

3. What is the national bird of Jordan ? ………………………………………………………………………… 

4. When can you see  the national flower of Jordan ? ………………………………………………………………  

5. Find out   a) Noun  ………………………………….b) Verb ………………………………. .c)  adjective…………………… 

 refers to ………………………………………. it. The underlined pronoun 6 

pts.).5(      . Fill the spaces with suitable words:Q2  

eat        doctor              be               learn          drink      

1- We come to school to ……………………………….. 

2. Issa is going to ………………………..…. because. he’s got a headache 

3. you shouldn’t  …………………………………a lot of fizzy drinks .  

4. You should……………………..……….. a lot of fruit . 

5. you should ……………………………. Friendly . 
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pts)4(                Order these sentences :Q3.   

1- happy / holidays / he’s / because / Japer / is / on 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2- are / tired / early / because / we / got / we / up  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3- play / I / sport / So / am / I / healthy . 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4- should / help / You / parents / our . 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

pts.)5 (      Choose the correct answer  Q4. 

1. You  should / shouldn’t  sleep all day    

2. we learn a lot  because / so  We go to school  

3. We play a lot of sport lot  because / so  we are strong . 

4. You  should / shouldn’t  shout . 

5. I  was / were  playing football . 

6. My father was/ were taking  photo .    
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Good luck/Teacher: Mousa Qaddoura 

 


